Introduction
In the year 1656 John Wallis published his Arithmetica Infinitorum, [1] , in which he displayed many ideas that were to lead to the integral calculus of Newton. In this work we find the celebrated infinite product of Wallis which gives n, 
Earlier in 1593, Vieta [2] found another infinite product which gives it 3. = IT~~+~IT~+~~~+~IT....
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But, since Wallis does not mention it, we suppose that he was unaware of it.
(Remarkably, these two seemingly different products are special cases of a more general formula [3] .) The thoughts that lead Wallis to (1) are quite surprising and ingenious. It is the purpose of this paper to show to modem readers the brilliance of Wallis' thinking in his discovery of (1) . Using modem notation, we can say that Wallis knew the integration formula c" + I f xdx = --, (2) Jo p + 1 and could use it for values of p that were both integers and fractions. Wallis wanted to find some convenient expression for the area bound by the unit circle 'in terms of integers', and (again in modern notation), he wanted to evaluate the integral f l~dx = ::.
The binomial theorem for fractional exponents had not yet been discovered, and so, knowing only (2), Wallis had no direct way of evaluating the integral (3). Instead, Wallis used a brilliant method of interpolation. He reasoned that the value of the integral (3) was between the two integrals f~{I -x 2 )o dx and f~(l -x 2 )' dx, and, of course, he could evaluate both of these. To achieve this interpolation, he created a table of values of the reciprocal integrals 1/ f~(1 -xl/Qt dx for special choices of P and Q for which the integral would reduce to (2) . (The reason for the reciprocal was to obtain more integer values in the table, as will be revealed.) A very careful study of this table led Wallis to tease out his product (1).
The modern reader will likely find Wallis' description of his method of discovery in his book [I] tough going. Nunn has given a very good explanation in [4] and [5] using many of Wallis' original notations and thoughts. It is our hope to present an even more accessible description of how Wallis reasoned using modern notation and a careful step by step description of his tables. Stedall [6] and Dunka [7] give further historical information.
We do not follow Wallis' every thought, for this would obscure the essential beauty of the process by which he made his interpolations based on the scant evidence available in the table. We take the liberty to show the overall manner of discovery without following Wallis exactly.
We hope that young readers, trained largely in the rigours of mathematics, will find Wallis' numerous daring guesses an insight into the creative thought process.
How Wallis did it, in modern notation
I. Following Wallis, we first compute a table of the reciprocal integral I / f~(l -xl/Qt dx for integer P and Q. We recognise these numbers as binomial coefficients and record them as such in Table I . No doubt Wallis also made this observation; however it was of little use to him because of the binomial theorem for fractional exponents not being known.
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k ' We see that in the Q th row and P th column we find the entry {Q, p} = Q .
2. Wallis can also calculate the reciprocal integral when P is an integer and Q is an integer plus one half. See Table 2 . Using the symmetry observed above, and assuming that it remains true throughout the table we can enter values into cells where P is an integer plus one half and Q is an integer as also shown in Table 2 . This is very important.
Wallis cannot directly evaluate the reciprocal integral I / J~(I -XllQt dx when P is a fraction.
However, because of the symmetry, he now conjectures the exact numerical values that are in many cells which would otherwise remain unknown. Table 5 is made by examining the corresponding numbers in Table 4 , and by inspection, observing that this number always produces the correct entry in the row where Q = 1 and P is a fraction. The successive factors x = I,!,~and 2 8 that appear first in the column where P =~, are unusual and must be determined one at a time as each row is examined. The fact that the number x selected in column P =~produces the correct entry for cells to the right is remarkable, and convinces Wallis that he is on the right track. This is perhaps Wallis' most brilliant conjecture. Call the ratio of two successive entries in the row where Q and notice that
and in general we have 2+---2 + ... After seeing these tables, Newton conjectured the binomial theorem for fractional exponents. Euler credits Wallis for ideas that led to his discovery of the gamma function and its properties and further work in continued fractions.
